shown with the same substrates by Chance and Williams for mammalian mitochondria.
Communicated April 4, 1957 Let Z be a finite-dimensional associative division algebra over the field T of all rational numbers. Then the center of Z is an algebraic extension of finite degree over 9?, and Z is a cyclic algebra of degree n and dimension n2 over a. We may then write Z = (3, S, -y), where 3 is a cyclic field of degree n over a, y is a nonzero element of a, and S generates the cyclic automorphism group of 3 over a. The general element x of Zi now has the form x = xo + x1y + --* + x.-lyl-', where the xi are in 3, and y in Z has the property yf = y, yz = (zS)y.
The algebra Z now has an isomorphic representation as an algebra of n-rowed square matrices with elements in 3. It is the mapping x -* X = Xo + XiY + + XnlYn-l, where Xi = diag {fx, xS, . ., XiSn- THEOREM. Let Z be a division algebra of odd prime degree over its center a, where a is an algebraic number field. Then the norm form of Z is universal, that is, every nonzero element a of a is the norm a = A(x) of an element x in Z.
Let us begin by recalling some of the properties of rational division algebras. ' We let a be the ring of all integers of a, so that every prime ideal a of a determines a valuation Ajn of a, and a completion hi of a. The scalar extension S, of Z by 0 will then be a total matric algebra for all but a finite number2 of valuations A. Let us call the primes $ for which 0B is a division algebra the critical primes for Z. Then it is known3 that a field R, of the given odd prime degree n over A, is a splitting field for Z if and only if the degree no of each composite (ft, A-) over a is n for every critical prime. Thus, if S = [t], where t is a root of f(Q) = on + ajcn_1 + + an, with aj in a, and f(co) is irreducible in af for every critical prime $, it will follow that R splits Z. Then R will be isomorphic to a subfield a [x] of Z, f(x) = 0, an = (-1)n A(X). It should now be clear that our theorem is equivalent to the property that if an is any nonzero element of a, there exist elements a,, * * *,°aln-in a such that f(c) is irreducible in a for any prescribed finite set of prime ideals $ of a.
However, it will be convenient for us to remain closer to the theory of algebras than this remark might suggest.
There is no loss of generality if we assume that an is an integer of a, since an= -A(x) if and only if Xla,, = -A(Xx). We can clearly select X so that Xna,, is integral. We shall also select the elements al, , an-, to be algebraic integers; so that any root t of f(co) = 0 is always integral. Every element of aqj has the form a = TXA, where r can be taken to be any element of $ not in $2, and ,u is a unit of the ring 3$ of all integers of As. Then X > 0 for every element of af. We take v to be a critical prime for Z and write
where An is a unit of a3. If t > 0, we select the a, so that a= 0 (mod 3nk+i).
() Then as = 7rnk+i%, for integers f3i in 3S, andf(w) = non + 7irnk (A=T n-1 + 327r2,n-2 + * + 3n~-1rn-1 W + rtWOn). As we have said, f(w) has leading coefficient 1 and other coefficients in As, and so every root of f(w) is integral over . But then f(w) of prime degree is reducible if and only if it has a root p in , and we may write p = 7ra for a unit a of N. Clearly 7rnk+1 divides pnl, and so v = k + s, where we must have s > 0. Then 7rn is a factor of pf as well as of f3ivrp'p-, and so 7rn divides 7r'f3n, which is impossible. Thus the congruences (1) make f(w) irreducible in the field Ad for every critical prime divisor a of an such that the exact power of a dividing an is $kn+t, where 0 < t < n.
There remains the case where t = 0, so that an = 7rflIn, with f3n a unit of ap.
We assume that
where the elements ay 0 0 (mod Al) will be selected later. Thus the selection (3) makes f(w) irreducible in the cases of critical primes $ with an exactly divisible by Ink. Since we have a finite number of congruences to be satisfied by the aj, we can select them so that f(w) is irreducible, as desired.
1. Introduction.-We consider the electron-photon cascades of cosmic radiation in the formulation of Bhabha and Heitlerl and of Carlson and Oppenheimer.2 We make the simplifying assumptions (used in some of the physical literature) appropriate to the so-called "complete screening" case.3 Hence the asymptotic results given below cannot be strictly true, since our assumptions hold only over limited ranges of the parameters. Presumably, detailed analytical study of more complicated models would be necessary to determine whether the results have some qualitative validity.
A photon of positive energy E, moving through homogeneous material, has probability X dt + o(dt) (henceforth we shall omit the o-terms in such expressions) of being transformed in the thickness interval (t, t + dt) into two electrons, positive and negative, which receive respective energies eu and e(l -U), 0 < u < 1, with probability density q(u). We assume that q has a bounded derivative for o < u < 1 and is symmetric about 1/2. An electron loses (by "collision" or "ionization") the deterministic amount of energy flt in any interval of length t, provided that the energy is not thereby reduced below 0; f3 and X are constants independent of t and of the energy. Also, an electron radiates photons ("Bremsstrahlung"): the probability that an electron of energy e emits a photon of energy between mU and E(u + du) in the interval dt is k(u) du dt, the energy which goes to the photon being subtracted from that of the electron. The usual simplifying assumptions are covered if we take A~~~dko k(u) =-+ ko(U), -< c( -U)-b, 0 < U < 1, (1.1) U du VOL. 43, 1957 
